Release Notes for Version 7.0.2941
App

Feature

Type

Comments

SPOT

AR

Fix

If a statement containing a special charge was re-run with
CCOF/ACH payments enabled in the Statement Wizard, the
payment generated included the special charge twice.

SPOT

Assisted Assembly

Change

As a SPOT user, I would like assisted assembly to give voice
prompts and comments to headphones
Added "Voice Response" to the assisted assembly process. This
will replace the different tones and chimes that represent
different actions on the screen with voice prompts of where
the garments are to be placed, and what their status is.

SPOT

Assisted Assembly

Fix

In the Assisted Assembly screen, the top of the location field
was cut off if the screen was resized to a large size.

SPOT

Configuration

Fix

Reward coupons were automatically printing for customers
without an email address if SPOT was configured to always
email reward coupons.

SPOT

Conveyor

Change

As a SPOT conveyor user, I would like the offload room option,
'' to be at the top of the list, instead of the bottom.
Restoration Conveyor Offload - Moved "" option to top of the
list, added confirmation warning to the operation.

SPOT

Conveyor

Fix

Fixed issue with the MP label for hotel orders, where some
orders printed with a zero value.

SPOT

Credit Cards

Change

As a SPOT user, I would like an option to prevent any and all
automated disabling of CCOF
Fixed issue with CCOF entries - when the user was prompted to
update an expired CCOF entry, the card would automatically
disable if the user selected to NOT update the entry. Also
assured that tokenized CCOF entries would not disable on an
expired entry.

SPOT

CRM

Fix

As a SPOT user, I would like HTML entries in CRM to show as
customer has viewed it.
The CRM preview window in Customer View now properly
displays HTML-formatted emails.

SPOT

Email

Change

As a SPOT user, I would like to email process interceptor based
email notifications using any workflow step context.
Added support for the Email Process Interceptor for a "Scan"
context, which can be associated with any processing step. This
behaves much like the "Detail" context, but will a) use the
(new) Customer Reminder settings for "Counter Order
Scanned" & "Route Order Scanned", and b) use the email token
@SCANNEDINVOICES to embed the invoice within the email
message.

Settings / Required Changes

Store Settings > Process Step Settings >
Assembly Profiles > Profile:
Voice Response - Enable
Voice Response - Voice

New setting to enable - "Credit Card Profile >
Disable Declined CCOF > Disable when
Expired". Defaults to unchecked.

Added similar support to the SMS interceptor, but without the
ability to embed the invoice image.
SPOT

General

Fix

The "Discard" button on the Offline Pickups screen was not
working.

SPOT

General

Fix

Configuration tracking screen had a trapped conversion error
for localities with dd/mm/yy date formats.

SPOT

General

Fix

Fixed issue with UK CC "Customer Present" transactions.

SPOT

General

Fix

Fixed issue with the conveyor retrieving invoice data when
duplicate invoices exist in a store not associated with the
conveyor.

SPOT

General

Addition to Existing
Feature

As a new SPOT user in Qatar, I would like Qatar added as a
locality in SPOT.
Qatar has been added as a locality in SPOT.

SPOT

HSL

Addition to Existing
Feature

As an HSL Association user, I would like to toggle between
showing all items and only unassociated items
Added "Show All" / "Show Unassociated" button to HSL
Association screen. This allows the user to associate HSLs for
orders with more than 24 items. The clerk can also see quickly
how many items are remaining to be scanned.

SPOT

Inventory

Fix

Attempting to close the Inventory Scan screen would ask the
user twice if they wanted to print the exceptions report.

SPOT

Markin

Fix

Auto-select quick department was not working in touch screenextended if the department in question had an ampersand (&)
symbol.

SPOT

Markin

Fix

When auto-pay is enabled at detail and a multi-order visit is
detailed with an item-specific coupon, the CC amount charged
was sometimes different from the post-coupon-evaluation
totals of all of the orders.

SPOT

Markin

Fix

Adjustments added when redetailing a hotel order were not
saving with the invoice.

SPOT

Order View

Fix

Invoices containing only alter-only items were still displaying
the invoice tax rate in the Visual Invoice, instead of the
alteration tax rate.

SPOT

Order View

Change

As a Conveyor user, I would like a clear indication that the
order was created as a result of dynamic split, to avoid
confusing the order as new mark-in.
Added 'SPLIT' status to the invoice search view, for invoices in
'Detailed' status that were also split.

SPOT

Order View

Change

As a Conveyor user, I would like to select the user that the

SPLIT monitor uses to log in and split on behalf of.
In an effort to preserve the user that should receive credit for
an order, all auto-split orders (conveyor, assembly, lot
manager) will retain the originating user identifier.
SPOT

Pickup

Addition to Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like my zero-amount-paid hotel
pickups to show on my hotel statements, like other hotel
pickups do.
The Order Pickup screen will now create A/R postings for zeroprice hotel orders, like the hotel Post Orders screen does.

SPOT

Reports

Fix

Trying to add a SPOTQuery presentation before selecting a data
source type caused SPOT to crash.

SPOT

Routes

Change

MFM – Prompt and add Starting and ending miles at the time
of a route post and incorporate the numbers in to the route
report card to calculate miles, revenue per mile etc
Added option to prompt the user for vehicle starting and
ending miles when posting route orders in SPOT.

Store Settings > Route Settings > Enter
Mileage at Post Route Orders (No / Optional /
Optional* / Required)

Store Settings> Route Settings > OnDemand
Scheduler Same Day Cutoff

SPOT

Routes

Addition to Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like the on-demand scheduler to have
cutoff time enhancements
Added a cutoff time for same day pickup on the OnDemand
Scheduler. When set, it will not allow a pickup to be scheduled
for the same day if it is passed the cutoff time. On-Demand
Time Ranges can be used to set the default selected day.

SPOT

Search

Fix

Using the 'Show Archived' button in the Invoice Search screen
was causing an "Invalid search" error.

SPOT

Search

Addition to Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like the garment search to inform me
when I have reached the search result limit.
If the result set in the Garment Search screen is too large, a
warning message is now displayed, informing the user that all
matches may not have been displayed and suggesting that
the search criteria be narrowed.

SPOT

Security

Change

Settings Support Opt-in will now inform the user that no
consent is required if Company Settings->Security Settings>Security Mode is set to "No Security."

SPOT

Setup

Change

Customer Rewards / Frequent Buyer setup - changed so that a)
if they check off to use pieces, the grid recaptions so that it
doesn't indicate currency, and b) provided a specific example,
such as "Receives 2 points per piece".

SPOT

Setup

Fix

Billing group setup was cutting off the Discount Percentage
field.

SPOT

Setup

Fix

Changelog tracking would not generate if the total number of
changes exceeded 32767.

The 'Optional*' selection will prompt the user
if mileage not already entered.

SPOT

Setup

Change

Company Settings->Credit Card Settings->Credit Card Profiles>Processor Type & Merchant ID now warn the user twice if
modified. Changes are tracked by user in the change tracking
log.

SPOT

Tags

Fix

Fixed issue with tag printing, where tags belonging to invoices
with multiple departments, and items with multiple pieces,
would not print all tags.

SPOT

Tags

Fix

Tags may now be selected when the Invoice View is preventing
changes. This will still not allow one to add/remove tags, but
the user may now selectively reprint tags.

SPOT

Timeclock

Change

Added dialog to pay period setup, showing the user the
number of pay periods that will be added and prompting to
confirm.

SPOT

General

Change

All collections under Company Settings->ProductionTrac
settings can be manually ordered.

SPOT

General

Change

Company Settings->Operations Settings->Wholesalers can now
be manually ordered.

OTS

General

Addition to Existing
Feature

OTS - Being able to search or sort the batches that were
processed (by Name)
All Batches screen now has display filters.

OTS

General

Change

As an OTS User, I would like the One and Done threshold label
to accurately represent what it does.
Reworded 'One and Done' threshold visit counter label for
better accuracy

OTS

General

Addition to Existing
Feature

OTS - 90-120 option for overdue inventory.
Added 3 new date choices for Overdue Inventory: 90-119 days,
120 days, 120+ days.
Added 3 new tokens (orders, amounts, piece count) for each
date choice:
@Late120Orders
@Late120Count
@Late120Amount
@Late120OrdersStrict
@Late120CountStrict
@Late120AmountStrict
@Late120pOrders
@Late120pCount
@Late120pAmount

Company Settings->Credit Card Settings>Credit Card Profiles->Processor Type
Company Settings->Credit Card Settings>Credit Card Profiles->Terminal - Merchant ID

OTS

General

New Feature

OTS – Lost Tuna option using the same setting we have in
spot.
New batch type of "Lost Tuna". This includes all customers who
have sales during the specified date range and have not been
active during the second date range with a minimum sales
threshold.

OTS

General

Fix

Resolved an issue with the Customer Profiling that was not
correctly retrieving the top customers by sales amount when
used with the Top X or Top X Percent by Sales setting.

OTS

General

Addition to Existing
Feature

As an OTS user, I would like to be able to minimize settings to
allow for more template editing space.
Batch setup can now collapse settings sections to allow for a
larger viewing area of the template editor.

